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The Future of Procurement
Envisioning frictionless purchase and delivery
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The CPO agenda for the future of procurement
Leading procurement organizations are developing an agenda to deal with disruption
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Polling Question #1
Question #1: How would you rate the level of maturity of your Procurement
function for each of the following dials on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being the lowest) ?
1) Workforce, training and certifications
2) Pre-Sourcing and Procurement planning
3) Category-led sourcing
4) Contract management
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Supplier centricity focuses on integrated relationships
Driving supplier performance and relationships to a new level while fostering innovation and mitigating risk

Supplier centric procurement
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Third Party Risk Management – TPRM

90% Electronic
Assessment

If we think about the initial risk assessment as being the trigger for all the subsequent risk and performance
related activities, the ability to automate those steps and the workflow is critical to user experience,
transparency, and process efficiency.
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— Alliance
partners
— Subsidiaries
— Affiliates
— Customer

TPRM risk tiering

Identification of Risk Category
A finite set of questions across the
aligned risk categories are
answered to assess inherent risk.
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Risk Category Rating
The results of the initial risk
questionnaire generate an inherent
risk rating for each category.

TPRM operating model
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based on the aggregate score.
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Third Party Risk Management – TPRM

90 hours Action Plan
Cycle Time
107 Direct 3rd Parties
per Resource
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Keen to understand the
specific and cumulative risks
presented through this new
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contractual provisions

Supplier Risk Lifecycle
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What risks are
we facing?

Due diligence
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for those risks?

Contracting
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How do we eliminate
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Third Party Risk Management – TPRM – AI Automation
• Automated capture,
scanning & analysis of
changing market signals
• “Self-learning” (capable
of distinguishing between
good & bad signals)
• “Always on” (continuous
simulations of risk
scenarios, 24/7)
• Estimates probability,
severity and reach of
each risk scenario
• Focused on the regions,
sectors & partners that
matter to each unique
business
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Third Party Risk Management – TPRM – AI Automation
• Link TPRM updates /
supplier ratings
• Procurement/TPRM
monitoring and reporting
via dashboards
• Highlights predicted
TPRM rating changes
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Polling Question #2
Question #2: How much visibility of supply risk and supply capacity
information do you have? Select the best answer (a, b, c, or d)
a) Complete visibility - Tier 1, 2 and beyond
b) Some visibility – limited Tier 1 supplier visibility but no Tier 2 and beyond
c) No visibility – little to no Tier 1 supplier visibility
d) I don’t know
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Category innovation is needed to unlock untapped value
Integrated business planning driven through deep supply market insights and predictive analytics
Tactical activities
fully automated
Basic category management
via tech-enabled “self-service”

Automated
D&A driven

Supply market knowledge
injected into functional/business
strategies Insights “ondemand” via AI assistants

Actively testing disruption
hypotheses for step-change
performance improvement
Engaging suppliers in
circular supply chains, reduction of
carbon footprint, and ethical sourcing

Predictive

Deep insight
Driver based
Disruption seeking

Internal and external
Big data used to develop and
support strategies
Should-cost analytics
inform decisions
Predictive analytics drive action
Analytics to minimize usage of
resources
Utilizing AI agents to monitor/
forecast market changes,
events and trends
Monitoring leading indicators
within the organization
Category demand and costs
linked to business activities
Zero-based category cost
budgets utilized for financial
management
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Making the shift to category Innovation

65% On-contract
spend

Category Management is the strategic approach which organizes procurement resources to focus on specific
areas of spend

Category manager today

Tactical
procurement

Category innovator tomorrow

Fix bad data
Calling supplier

Lunch

Develop strategic
insights/should-cost
models

Engaging
suppliers on
innovation
and circularity
Fire fighting

Engaging
stakeholders

Transactional
process

Disrupt the
supply chain

“Placing &
chasing” POs

After-hours emergencies

Non-working hours
Automation to:
Collect and check data
Monitor supply markets

Increased personal time
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Changing digital procurement landscape
From…

To…

High volume of manual transaction processing and analyses

Automation of repetitive tasks, shifting resources to strategic activities

Maturing mobile landscape with limited integration across applications

Enhanced user experience enabled via unified apps landscape

Content enablement limited to a handful of supplier catalogs

Guided buying directed by targeted content across the platform

Manual monitoring with cumbersome error detection and remediation

Self-monitoring platform that auto-detects and fixes a majority of anomalies

Future digital procurement platform

Data
management

Blockchain

Cloud

Automated

Robotics

Appified

Machine
learning

Cognitive

Content rich

Natural
language
processing

Mobile

Self-monitoring
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Automated

14 Hours Request-toOrder cycle time

A continuum of disruptive technologies will likely drive extreme automation across the procurement lifecycle

1

Robotics process automation will be an integral
part of any cloud procurement deployment to
automate high volume, repeatable processes

Buy-desk automation

2

Voice-activated purchasing powered by natural
language processing technology will become
the norm

Support chat bots

3

100% of data intensive activities will rely on
machine learning and cognitive technologies to
deliver real time, fact-based decision making

Spend classification

EDI replacement for supplier collaboration

4

Fit-for-purpose Blockchain enablement will be
prevalent in select regulatory and track-and-trace
environments

Invoice processing

On-Demand statuses and analytics

Contract management

Regulated supply chain environment
(Ex: medical implants)
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Content rich
Targeted content can be delivered across the procurement platform in new and innovative ways to enable a
seamless user experience
Intelligent search
results

Real time supplier
information

User attributes, search and
buying behavior captured
for every transaction to
deliver predictive, selflearning search results

Real time data from
enterprise risk management
applications, benchmark
data on ethical
performance, performance
third party websites and
blogs combined with
customer reviews to steer
end users to make an
educated supplier decision

Integrated virtual
catalog
Virtual product catalog that
pools information across an
integrated collection of
hosted content, punch-outs,
marketplaces and supplier
websites to deliver real time
results on the user-initiated
query
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Embedded
compliance
Multi-parameter attributes
embedded within the
procurement platform to
limit search results and/or
automate additional
diligence for non-compliant
purchases
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Polling Question #3
Question #3: Do you have a Procurement automation project
planned in the near future? Select all applicable answers
a) Supplier portal
b) Online bidding (e-auction / RFx )
c) Contract management
d) Supplier risk management
e) Procure-to-pay
f) No projects planned at the moment
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Delivering the future relies on a workforce of the future
Digital acumen will likely be as important as procurement acumen to grow and serve your organization

Future challenges
and needs….

Future skills required
for procurement…

Millennial workforce replacing the
institutional knowledge of retirees
and desiring a different “employee experience”

Relationship management
both internal and external

Digital transformation eliminating the work of the
transactional & tactical procurement workforce
Contingent labor required to support
the highly skilled analytical positions

Analytical modelling capability and
the need for the “citizen data scientist”
Cross functional expertise, improved
business acumen, and negotiation readiness
“Bot managers” who manage virtual AI teams

Training programs to accommodate
future skills and different learning environments
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Skil s are the new currency of the future
Significant gaps exist between traditional procurement skills and the future of procurement skills
In this rapidly changing environment, the procurement professional’s role and impact will likely become more
focused on technology and strategic business skills

Future roles

Future skills

Procurement manager

Category innovator

Possesses category knowledge and understands how to drive
innovation within a category, fosters a strategic supplier network
and builds key market relationships to mitigate risk.

Tactical buyer

Sourcing specialist

Establishes cross-functional expertise, strong category
knowledge, and expert negotiation readiness and ability.

Report runner

Data scientist

Solves complex problems using scientific methods, processes,
algorithms, and systems to extract knowledge and insights from
data.

Systems user

Digital advisor

Owns in-depth knowledge of digital tools and systems and how
they may be used to support the procurement strategy.

Parts explorer

Relationship broker

Creates trust by synchronizing the internal stakeholders’
demands with the supply market’s capabilities.

Traditional roles
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Key Steps to Modernization
Create an environment of
continuous improvement

Apply accurate metrics to monitor the
procurement performance

Be alert to where things can go wrong

8

1

Develop a clear image of a modern future
state – and be open for disruptive solutions

7

6

Take a fresh look at workforce skills,
training and certifications

Government
Procurement
Transformation
5

4

2

Look beyond the procurement department
when designing the future state

3

Create a new operating model

Address how technology and digital services
will dominate future procurements

Source: Government Procurement Transformation – Produced by Governing Institute, in collaboration with KPMG -
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Questions
and answers
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Thank you

Jerome Thirion
Some or all of the services described herein may not be
permissible for KPMG audit clients and their affiliates.

Partner, Management Consulting
National Lead Supply Chain & Procurement
jthirion@kpmg.ca
T: 416 777-3074
M: 514 983-9277

kpmg.ca
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information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on
such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.
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